
Physician Relationship Intelligence and Recruitment Software Solutions

The leader in physician 
recruiting and relationship 
intelligence App 

ANYWHERE 24/7/365

Starts at

$35
/User/Month

KontactIntelligence (Ki) is the most comprehensive and strategic 
technology application of its kind specifically designed to 
maximize your medical staff assets. 

From recruiting to retaining your top performers, Ki generated 
reports will afford you the security of having your finger on the 
pulse of all of your medical staff issues and growth opportunities. 
And it’s easy. 

Ki enables you to:

• recruit faster & smarter

• build physician relationships & referrals

• monitor productivity outliers

• secure marketshare 

Over 1.6 million 
Records

1,000 Plus Ki Users

More than 48,000 
Opportunities, 12,000 

Published

More than 15, 000 
Hires



Ki is designed to manage the entire recruiting operational and reporting 
process. From contract management to complex reporting metrics and 
access to industry best practices from our clients and Ki experts, you will 
feel as if you have an entire team behind you— accessible anywhere, 
24/7. Ki can organize, track and manage the entire recruitment process 
enabling you to recruit physicians faster, better, cheaper.

In the US, the average physician generates $1.2 million in hospital 
revenue annually. Imagine the impact to your bottom line of having best 
in class processes and technology in place to recruit your physicians.

Recruit faster
Client, opportunity,
candidate & medical 
staff management

Customizable

Unlimited training

Management & 
metrics reporting

Expense tracking

Action plans

Build relationships
Retaining top talent is more important than ever. It can easily cost 6-7 
times more to replace a physician than to keep one. Today’s retention 
model has reached a new level of sophistication which demands 
attention to every aspect of the business of delivering healthcare 
services. Are you ready? Do you have the tools in place to help you 
forge relationships that, in turn, allow your organization to increase 
market share and maximize profit? 

The most comprehensive software available today for physician 
retention professionals, Ki allows you to track and report on every 
initiative key to growing and securing your medical staff loyalty. With 
this technology at your fingertips, you can see at a glance what is 
working and what needs your immediate attention. 

 Quality &
 compliance 
              issues

 Feedback & 
              suggestions   

 Business 
              development 
              opportunities

 Call partners & 
               referral patterns
  
 Productivity &
              provider 
              performance 
 

Access analytics
Easy to read reports allow you to monitor referral behavior, trends, 
patterns, payer and case mixes, competitor activity and other issues.
Ki reports can answer questions such as:
• Who are your top referring physicians? By volume? By area? By specialty?
• Are your referrals trending up or down?
• How are your competitors doing?
• Who are the doctors you should be talking to in order to get their referrals?
• What are the top barriers to referrals and status?
• What are you doing about physician to physician relationships?

UltraLite
Lite

Enterprise
Retention

Starts at

$35
/User/Month

Call Us Today for a 
Demo



Use KontactIntelligence(Ki) anywhere, anytime you need it. No matter 
how large or small your organization, getting started is fast and simple 
because Ki is a web-based software application.  This means there is no 
software to install and no more IT worries. With Ki’s software as a service 
(SaaS) delivery model, we take care of the technology worries for you. No 
more massive implementation and cumbersome hardware and software 
installs or on-going maintenance and up-grade retrofit problems to waste 
your time.

Training is easy as well because the software is designed by people who 
do this work. Our agile client design model gives us the ability to deliver 
what you need, how you need it, quickly. The results are clear. Ki is 
recognized as “best in class” because it is truly “built by you,” our clients.
 
“Getting to your work” is easy and immediate.

Get started

You will begin realizing the benefits of KI immediately. Your team can 
begin using the features they need instantly and have the benefit of 
knowing there are tools and features they can use only when they need 
them. We call this our “just in case” benefit. Though you may not need all 
of the functionality now, you know the tools are there, just in case. 

The Flow of Change. Let your team begin using Ki when and as they need 
it. Just because you have a very robust and powerful tool at your disposal 
doesn’t mean you have to use every feature all the time, just when you 
need them. Ki is designed to also be a “trusted advisor” to be used by 
team members to manage only what they need to manage.

Realize value

What 
keeps you 
awake 
at night?
•Time 

•Money 

•Risk

•Accountability



   sales@kontactintelligence.com      888.550.0556 corp

Since not every organization has the same needs, Ki is available in several levels. 
The price reflects the product you need. We offer monthly subscription-based 
pricing models for one low monthly subscription, no long term commitment, 
or annual and multi-year pricing options.  Pricing includes hardware, software, 
upgrades, and support.

Easy & flexible pricing

Other Ki products

Fastest growing companies

Net ics
Integrated Web Strategy

KontactIntelligence offers a physician opportunity website service that 
includes a social media plan to augment your traditional marketing 
methods. The experts at Ki can design a fully integrated site to 
coordinate with your corporate site. Embedded videos and direct 
online applications are just a few of the features available. You can 
even push out opportunities to doctors. KiNetics provides search 
engine optimization (SEO), generating monthly reports identifying 
rankings and access statistics. Ki will use those findings to drive 
your online strategy to better manage your advertising dollars by 
targeting opportunities. 

OnBoarding
KiOnBoarding is a custom online onboarding form application process. The online 
form(s) makes it easy and quick for the physician to provide the information needed 
to begin the hospital and payor contract application process. 

Call us for more information or to schedule a free demo.

Starting as 
low as

$35
/User/Month

Candidate Sourcing


